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INTRODUCTION

In contemporary society, success is a very important factor 

in our everyday lives 0 The need for success permeates our very 

existence* The need arises in our social contacts with others * The 

need is desired by our children in their lives at school*

Emotionally, each child requires a certain degree of achieve

ment * In addition, the child feels a need for praise and admiration 

from peers and adults in his sphere of living* Teachers, aware of 

the tempering of failure with success, quite often attempt to supply 

the child with "synthetic success*'* *

In most areas of the school curriculum, it is difficult to 

insure some success to every child* In the broad and loosely organ

ized field of elementary art, the. teacher has many more•opportunities 

to assure successful accomplishment* The "Art Success Activity" is 

based on the assurance of success and the.avoidance of failure* This 

is accomplished through teacher dominated activities* These activities 

are determined by the teacher's concept of success *

The writer, being aware of this phenomenon, has chosen Art 

Success Activities for Elementary School Children as the theme for 

this thesis * Eirst , ' the thesis will attempt to analyze success as ;a 

cultural pattern* Through this analysis it is hoped that the reader 

will understand more, fully the importance placed on success in our 

schools * Success will then be discussed in relation to the classroom



arid the specific area of art» At this time 9 the purposes and goals 

of a variety of success activities will be presented. Following this, 

possible effects of the success activities on mental health and learn- 

itig will be discussed. Support will be given to the validity of a 

moderate amount of failure in the f,art process”. Finally, an inquiry 

into the validity of success activities will be made.

At this point, the writer will make it clear that all success 

activities are not undesirable. The success activities considered 

undesirable in this thesis are those which deprive the child of what 

might be the inception of an art experience with emphasis on success.



CHAPTER I: AN ANALYSIS OF ART AND SUCCESS IN CULTURE

The Relationship of Arty Culture, and Success 

To Americans 3 success is the common goal through which status 

is sought; that is to say, status is the American cultural concept 

of success 0

In the contemporary United States, the approaches to success 

are varied„ Status is sought through social position, wealth and 

power, trophies and awards, and other forms of recognition. Percival 

Symonds has this to say about status:

"The person who wins, gains status„ If ribbons are badges 
of status, people compete for ribbons. They will compete for 
whatever confers status in their community or within their 
segment of c o m m u n i t y (16)

The measurement of success in America depends upon the stages 

or levels of status achieved.

Kluckholn (9) feels that success is measured by material 

wealth. However, material wealth, as has been indicated before, is 

only a symbol. The deeper competition is for status and prestige.

Success is individually conceived in each culture. Values and 

attitudes are sufficiently common in aucuJLture, because a high degree 

of similarity exists among members of the same culture. This similarity, 

however, is meant in a broad sense because cultures are further broken 

down into subcultures. The subcultures may include, among others, 

religious groups and organizational groups. Values and approaches 

to success may differ substantially within these subcultural groups.

3



The relationship of art and culture in the United States is 

vague; art is not culturally important0 Success is sought through 

other channels which bear greater status symbols»

Rudolph Morris 9 in his bqpkg Starting with the Sociology of 

Art 9 says: , ,

. "Art today 9 especially painting and sculpture9 is kind of 
a displaced person and this is in spite of the great attention 
that the arts receive from the present generation^ in spite 
of growing galleries 9 the flourishing business of art dealers? 
larger attendance at shows and museums 3 and increased sale 
of art books and reproductions 0n (25)

The reason for this belief lies in the fact that art -is not organi

cally built into the life of society^ It is an additional feature; 

an ornament of our ”cultural life"* Morris claims that because of 

this paradoxial situations, the arts are actives noisy 9 attention- 

. catching and yet are not fully accepted* They do not belong; their 

relationship to society is at best an uneasy one*

Why is Success Valued?

In LernerTs discussion of values, he says, "People measure 

their lives against expectations of great things, mainly in terms of 

what the culture accepts as life goals"* (10) Life goals, he describes 

as a complex interweaving from both culture and personality*

Loren Eiseley, in an article from the series9 Adventures of . 

the Mind, says,

"There are times when man is so occupied with the world he 
' is now creating that he has already lost a sense of what may 

be missing in his society*" She goes on to say, "Man has never 
lived before in so great an age of exterior accomplishment, so 
tremendous a projection of himself into his machine, not yet 
so disheartening a period in all that stands for the nobler 
aspects of the hdman dreanio" (2 1 )
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The United States today9 ebing a giant in science and industry, 

seems an excellent example of Lren EiseleyTs accounting. Many lives 

are centered around the machine; our culture dwells on science.

Values in America, by Donald Barret, indicates that needs and 

values have mutual implications, "The few elemental needs that all 

human beings share have a recognizable similarity across cultures, 

though differently weighted and varyingly formulated in d e t a i l (1 )

In dealing with the subject of values, it must be noted that 

there is a great pressure for cultural conformity, The individual 

who does what is expected of him is accepted and made to feel "secure?, 

The individual, consequently, seeks the support of his environment to 

preserve his well-being. This is a basic need of each individual.

In a general conclusion, the writer will say, when a person 

is informed as to what are valued activities in the particular culture 

of which he is a member, he incorporates them in his personality and 

they then become reference points for self-judgments of success or 

failure. Success, then, is a value standard of an individual or a 

culture,

' .What is the Ahtithesis of Success?

The antithesis of success is failure, Symonds contends that 

failure is a frustration which everyone meets at one time or another.

He goes on to say that:

"Our present culture is organized on a highly competitive 
basis, so that in all fields of activity there must be both 
winners and losers. To lose in any contest is a distinct 
form of deprivation, resulting in frustrations that * are 
difficult for many people to handle," (16)
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The avoidance of failure appears tp be as much a part of our culture 

as is the striving for successe It is 9 perhaps 3 as equally important 

as success, because it threatens the very ideal success stands for: 

statuso :

The importance of status is shown clearly in a study conducted 

by Rick and Mary Heber on 9 "The Effect of Group Failure and Success 

on Social Status"e (23) This experiment measures the effect of group 

success and failure upon the social relationships within the group„

The study was designed to test three hypotheses: (1) children already 

known to each other in the classroom, when placed in a small group 

with a common goal 9 will tend to raise their social ratings of each 

other as a result of such group experience; (2 ) children placed in a 

small group with a common goal, will tend to lower their social 

ratings of each other if the group does not experience success; (3) 

the effect of these small group experiences is temporary social rela

tions, returning to their pre-group level shortly after cessation of 

the group activity*

A  second and fourth grade class were used from a small suburban 

village schoolo The children were from middle income homes* In each 

class there were six groups of four members, giving a total sample of 

forty-eight* The children were given the Cunningham Social Distance 

Scale twice* There was an interval of two weeks between each presen

tation of the Scale* Each child printed the name of the child being 

rated in one of five categories of the Scale*

Groups were arranged according to status* An arithmetic test 

was then given to induce artificial failure and. success * The children



were told they would receive one grade for the whole group effort, and 

this grade would be recorded on their report card* After the teacher 

had made fake corrections on the papers, the success groups were told 

they did well and the failure groups that they did poorly* Shortly 

afterwards, the Cunningham Social Distance Scale was given again* The 

conclusion was that the children Within failure groups dropped in peer 

rating, and the success groups received a higher peer rating 0

After a period of time,the Cunningham Social Distance Scale 

was given again, only to find that the ratings were approximately as 

they were in the first time the Scale was administeredo

From this study, the writer gains some support which indicates 

that the individual does seek status through his performance, and the 

individuals around him determine his status, at least temporarily, by 

the performanceo Failure, then, is a very prominent disadvantage to 

those seeking status through success 0

The Relationship of Cultural Success to Children,and Their Art 

Equality of opportunity in the search 6 r wealth, status, and 

prestige is sought through education*. Many children are encouraged 

and even pushed into keener competition.in the pursuit of success and 

achievemento They soon learn that vdtfcue is placed on leadership, a 

competitive attitude, aggression and accomplishmento

Success has become so important, that when it comes to achiev

ing it, even negative attitudes and reactions are encouraged*, For 

instance, bur society punishes physical aggression in our courts of 

law, but encourages agression in social achievement» It frowns on 

free expression of impulses and rewards restraint, foresight, and the
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acceptance of superior 3 but more remote 9 goals, -The preceding state

ment is in direct conflict to the visual arts 0 Without free expression, 

art would be reduced to repetitious, mechanical stagnation 0

June McFee, in Preparation for Art 9 (12) states that children 

measure their success and failure by two criteria: (1 ) their ability 

to master a new task, and (2 ) the rewards or punishments received from 

adultso

The extent of the success goals depends upon the aspiration 

level of the individual0 The aspiration level is the true goal or 

level of striving by the individualo

Professor Kurl Lewin and his student, Ferdinand Hoppe, (20) 

conducted an experiment to find out when.a person experiences success, 

and when he expf^iences failure* The*adults who participated performed 

two different tasks* One was a motor task in which sixteen rings 

were hung upon as many hooks as possible while they passed upon a 

rapidly moving belt* The other was an intellectual task based on the 

solving of puzzles* Hoppe observed and interviewed each participant*

One result was apparent: the experiences of success and failure were 

unrelated to the actual achievement of the individual* One might 

experience success when placing four rings on the hooks; another 

experienced failure when placing fifteen correctly* Also, with 

different people, the achievement experienced as success or failure 

continually changed*. ;; V  '

These findings led Hoppe,to his tentative conclusion: "The 

occurrence of success and failure experiences are independent of 

actual achievement; it is determined, rather, by the goals, expecta-



tions? and aspirations of the person at the time of the action*" (2 0 ) 

Hoppe called these expected achievements the level of aspiration 0

In corelating Hoppe's findings with an art activity^ the writer 

would like to point out that children also differ in their 'self-deter

mination of success or failure0 One child might be praised highly 

for a painting he did in the art class, and yet he may feel complete 

failureo The child's level of aspiration was much higher 9 and he had 

not attained his expected goal 0 Another child, seemingly having 

failed in her attempt at painting, may experience a great measure of 

success; she had surpassed the goals she set for herself 0

If failure stems from an aspiration level that is out of pro

portion with the child's capability, and experience, shouldn't the 

wise teacher help the child to establish a more realistic goal for 

himself? Wouldn't the child, then, be in a position to experience 

genuine success?



CHAPTER II: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ART SUCCESS ACTIVITY

Alleged Aims of the Art Success Activity 

The American goal is to educate each and every child regardless 

'of what his capabilities may be* Since all children do not possess 

equal capabilities^ the door is open to failure for many 0 It is 

known that frequent failure and frustration is emotionally harmful to 

children* The popular antidote is to compensate for failure in an 

area of learning by providing some substitute activity in which the 

child may have the satisfaction of success*

The aims of the art success activity are to supply the child 

with success and avert frustration and failure* Many times 9 however 9 

this is accomplished at the expense of an art experience* This factor 

bears little concern to the success-minded teacher; art 3 lacking 

importance in our culture 9 also lacks importance in our schools*

In considering success and failure in relation to a school art 

program 9 perhaps some thought can be given to the following questions* 

First of all 9 can a creative endeavor be measured by success or 

failure? If so 3 how would a creative failure be determined? and by 

what standards would it be judged?

AgaiUs- the writer would like to make it clear that there is 

little question that the child should feel some measure of success 

in the completion of a task* This paper questions only the methods by 

which success is obtained: specifically, the art success activity*
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The art success activity not only seeks success for every 

child 3 but every bit as important9 it seeks the avoidance of failure 

and frustration,. However, this raises a just question* Should all 

failure be avoided; is frustration a disadvantage?

From the Journal of Exceptional Children, Angelino and Shedd 

stated the following fact about frustration:

"It is a common belief in our culture today that frustrat
ing a child will lead automatically to anti-social behavior 
or crippling complexes * By 1 frustratingT it means the inter
ference with goal directed behavior or, more simply, blocking 
or preventing a person from achieving the thing he desires*
So widespread is the belief in the disabling effects of frus
tration, that it has gone practically unchallenged by most 
educators* - 1 (19)

Symonds sees frustration as a condition needed for growth and

reform:

-"Frustration, instead of something to be avoided, should 
be recognized as an absolutely necessary stimulus for growth, 
development and learning* Learning takes place in the face 
of frustration as a necessary process in the solution of 
problems*" (16)

However, Symonds does not refer here to the "strong" emotion of 

intense frustration* He says learning takes place in the absence of 

this strong emotion* The frustration that leads to adaptive responses 

is relatively mild* This type of frustration is also one in which 

the person feels challenged rather than blocked and in which he feels 

adequate rather than inadequate*

Frustration, then, is a learning aid in its mild form, and a 

detriment if it becomes too strong* When does mild frustration turn 

into a strong emotion?

Maier '(27) offers a "frustration fixation interpretation" as 

a type of situation where the abnormal fixation occurs * Frustration
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builds up in recurrent presentation of the situation until the 

individualfs "saturation point” is reached 0 Prior to this 

saturation point, the individual's performance is "normal1 1 3 but 

when the saturation point has been reached and then is exceeded,

.the "normal" fixation becomes an .abnormal fixation0 Maier con

tends that this abnormal fixation lacks adjustment value; it is 

not the most appropriate of the various responses which might occur0 

He says that the frustration which is at work in the abnormal fixation 

is a special kind of frustration; it is different from that which is 

at work in the "normal fixation"o For this special kind of frustra

tion to occur, the organism must encounter failure in enough occasions 

to bring the individual up to and beyond its level of frustration 

tolerance;

In an art activity, mild frustration could aid resourcefulness0 

However, the child must eventually be able to see success in sighto 

This is most likely to happen when the planned activity is on the 

child1s maturity and experiential level; if the activity is too dif

ficult, the child-is more likely to experience failure accompanied 

by a strong emotion of frustration0

Zeigarnik (8 )> in a study of frustration, tested the effect 

of interruption during the performance of a task, in which a person 

was engrossed in his memory*involved in the task 0 Students of dif

ferent ages were usedo They were given a variety of tasks as solving 

puzzles and matching .blocks to given designs* The subjects were 

motivated and it was noted that changes in behavior occurred upon 

exposure to frustrating external events* Orir.one half of the tasks.
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the subject was interruptedo After the series of tasks were completed, 

the subject was asked to recall the tasks upon which he had worked<>

A  higher percentage of interrupted tasks were recalled than of the 

completed taskse

Zeigarnik points out that the importance of the desire to 

carry work through to completion when one is engrossed should be 

recognizedo However, interrupted tasks which are too difficult tend 

to be forgotten, A  task has to be seen as offering some possibility 

of success if subjects are to become involved in it,

In realizing that success is important to a child in building 

confidence^ Ernest Hilgard (5), author of ^Introduction to Psychology” , 

ran an experiment in a special effort to teach young children to 

tolerate failure. They were given tasks they could eventually solve, 

and they were taught to stay with them and not to give up just be

cause success did not come quickly. As a result of this training, 

the children .did much better than they had done previously. There was 

less quitting, less crying, less; appeal for adult help. However, the 

author.did say that the method of teaching included carrying out the 

task to ultimate success. It is Hilgardfs conviction that because the 

tasks led ultimately to success, children learned to accept the 

temporary frustrations that the task produced. If the tasks had ended 

in failure, he continued, it is doubtful if the methods of teaching 

tolerance of failure would have worked*

The previous studies have related the desirability of minor 

frustration in learning, and the ability of children to tolerate failure 

as long as success is eventually achieved.
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The art success activity will be discussed in greater detail 

in the following section 0 The reader should observe several charac

teristics of the art success activity: (1 ) the activities are super

ficial, or over-simplified to assure success; (2 ) frustration and 

failure of any kind has been avoided leaving no challenge for the 

child; (3) adult standards of art can also be an element involved in 

the teacher's use of art success activitieso

Classroom Use of Art Success Activities 

The art success activity possibly encompasses two factors:

(1 ) the teacher's provision of success to children in an effort to 

counteract failure9 and (2 ) the teacher's measurement of art success 

by her own standardso

Whenever success is contrived for children, the adult concept 

of success is involved 0 The activity may be brought down to the 

child's level of making things, or it may be subjected to adult 

standards, depending on the teacher's appreciation of child art 0 

Thomas Munro, author of an art education book, discusses 

adult standardso The following ideas were stated by Munro, but the 

writer was given no indication that he advocated them 0

" A s  to children's art, much depends upon whether or not we 
assume certain universal standards of value to be applicable 
alike to the art of adults and children. If we do, the task 
of appraisal becomes simple and dogmatic; we appraise a 
child's drawing on the basis of its approximation to what we 
consider good adult art 0 We appraise his taste from a stand
point of adult 'good taste' as we conceive it," (14)

There as a danger in forcing and overaccelerating the child's

maturation as it causes them to miss not only legitimate pleasure

of childhood, but also necessary steps in the development of abilities.
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At this time 3 the writer will attempt to show several "pro

files” of the art success activity«, In each activity 9 success is 

achieved in a different manner 0 It should be noted that the teacher 

guiding success also guides the art activity 0

Success Through a Teacher Dominated Activity 

The teacher, being determined that the child will "succeed" 

in producing (not developing) an "art object" to her specifications3 

ends up doing most of an art activity by herselfc

In .making a plaster plaques; the teacher carefully selects the 

object, or objects, the children will-use to decorate their plaques 9 

She gathers cheese carton lids for the-molds0 Mixing plaster and 

tinting it with colored tempera is her next job» After pouring

the plaster into the molds, each child will place his object, or ob

jects, into the plaster under the careful supervision of the teacher0

The teacher spends a great deal of her time preparing and com

pleting this activity, while the child does his part in a matter of 

minuteso The teacher assures success (her concept of success) by 

guiding the activity toward the results she expects to obtain*

The making of a plaque could have been an excellent creative 

activity for the children, if they were allowed to express their own 

ideas * In no way does the above activity relate to the beginning of an 

artistic process which is based on individual perception and creativity* 

The children may take home plaques that their mothers will not

hesitate to hang on the wall* Two questions come to mind: (1) Will

the child have gained from this experience, and (2 ) how large a part

did he or she have in making it?



Success’Through the Mechanical Process of Patterns 

After a unit of work on the circus, the teacher has carefully 

planned an art activity in;which all the children will make clowns«

She developed patterns for the various parts needed in assembling a 

clown,. The children would use colored paper in the tracing of their 

patterns»

The teacher instructed the children that the clown's pants should 

be red 9 while, he wears a white shirt with black buttons and a red hat* 

All the children cut out the matching clowns in identical colors*

Their challenge was not even in assembling the parts, as the teacher 

was making sure each child completed the clown to her specifications * 

This is obviously.an activity which is deprived of everything 

art stands for* In this success activity each child will achieve the 

teacher's concept of a clown as an end product* The children will 

feel successful because it is the stereotyped, or unoriginal image 

that they have often encountered, and the adult standard by which the 

clowns are judged* The writer feels that stereotype images are due to 

a complete conformity to other's criteria* Both the children and the 

teacher are conforming in this case* The children are conforming to 

a preconceived image of a clown; the teacher is conforming to a 

standard image she grew up with, which is more to her liking and 

understanding*

This type of activity can be very detrimental to the resource

ful child* A child can become so dependent upon patterns in their 

various forms, such as cut-outs, coloring books, and paint-by-numbers, 

that his own abilities lay dormant and he has a fear of using them in
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that he would be unable to mimic the adult quality of work upon which 

he became dependent»

According to the experiments of Russell and Waugaman, (11) 

sixty-three per cent of all children who. had been motivated by ex

periences in workbook drawings, lost their initially established sensi

tivity to various objects9 and changed their concepts to resemble the 

stereotype, (At this point, the writer should mention that no control 

group or statistical analysis of this study was cited by Lowenfeldo) 

Russell and Waugaman go on to say:

"When a child is confronted with the task of following a 
predetermined outline, we have prevented him from solving his 
own relationships creatively0 His/relationship to the object 
may be one of love, friendship, dislike, or fear. There is no 
opportunity for him to express his relationship and thus re
lieve himself of tensions: of joy, hatred, or fear. There is 
no place in coloring books to express anxieties, no place for 
individual.differenceso" (1 1 )

Lowenfeld (1 1 ) says that some children enjoy the pattern type 

of art, and realize that they could never draw as well as the image 

produced before them. This realization causes the "I canT t draw" 

attitude in children* This conditioning to the adult concept, and 

the inability to produce on the adult level frustrates the child's 

own creative ambitionso

This type of activity may be considered success to the adult 

having little knowledge of the valuable contributions of art arid how 

they apply to the child and his world* However, it is a complete 

failure to those who are cognizant of all that art has to offer.

Success Through Effects of Media 

Paint, as a medium, is capable of giving many "interesting 

effects" without too much effort on the part of a human being* Be
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cause of this, it is a very popular method for attaining "success” 

in arto

The teacher furnishes the children with a variety of different 

colors of poster paint and a sheet of paper 0 She instructs them to 

use their brush to spatter the paint over the paper in various colors 0 

The children are also told they can use the paint right out of the 

plastic bottles to trail around the paper, adding interest in line*

After the children finish spattering around with the paint, the 

teacher praises them for creating beautiful "modern art",

This activity could be stimulating to children because the. 

paint can be used to achieve plehsing color effects 0 However, the 

activity has taken little of the child's ingenuity0 A machine has 

been allowed to "create" as much today as the aforementioned activity 0 

Human expression, upon which art is buil/t, is lacking 0

Could this be considered a process of learning, or just a form 

of entertainment?

Assumed Affects of the Success Activity on Mental Health 

In the magazine. Education<> To Co Game!in wrote an article en

titled, "Creative Approaches to Mental Health", in which he discussed 

the mental health of children in relation to education 0 Game 1in 

writes:

’ "It is known that two factors determine whether a child
lives toward the healthy or the sick end of the scale 0 First 
is the robustness of his personality, the degree to which he 
possesses certain traits0 - Second is the amount of stress to 
to which he is exposed, the extent to which he must face 
criticism, competition, danger, domination, failure, incon
sistent treatment, grievous loss, shame, threat, and the like."

,, (22) "Y : .  ̂ \



Gamelin went on to discuss two traits of the mentally healthy0 

The first trait was that of a person looking at himself and his world 

realistically, recognizing his strengths and weaknesses and living 

accordinglyo The second being that a person faces lifefs demands»

He accepts responsibilities that he can handle and does what he can 

about his problems, including using other's help when necessary» dXHien 

he discovers problems he cannot solve, or handicaps he cannot remove, 

he learns to live with them, (22)

In pausing for a moment to again look at the basis for the art 

success activities, and in comparing this basis with Gamelin's traits 

of the mentally healthy, does the art success activity provide the 

child with a realistic view of his capabilities? Does the art success 

activity teach the child to7live with his incapabilities, or to learn 

to overcome them? Is the child learning to face the reality of the 

world that lies ahead of him, and the numerous disappointments he will 

encounter therd?

In conclusion, is the art success activity defeating some of 

education's primary reasons for existing? William Johnston's (6 ) 

definition of education maintains that education is a way to complete 

living. It seeks to "sharpen perception", It seeks to bring out the 

full potential powers that lie dormant in each individual.

The idealistic educator's theory of educating the "whole child" 

refers to the curriculum, which includes all of the child's experiences. 

It maintains that school is both life and preparation for life. In 

Mental Health and Material Progress, Harold H, Punke (26) commented 

on this theory, ,Punke believes that many educators overlook the fact
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that life includes difficulties, tribulations, and disappointments, as 

well as satisfactions, joys, and success 0 Punke raises this question 0 

Does one learn to recover from disappointment and learn to evaluate 

failure without expreience at. the task? Punke goes on to say:

"If it is urged ttiat for many children the non-school world 
supplies enough experience with disappointment and failure so 
that the school.need not furnish additional experience in this 
sphere, it might be noted that for many children the non-school 
world, likewise, supplies extensive experience with success 
and enjoyment*" (26)

Punke writes* if the adult is to be able to maintain.an even keel

through success and disappointment, then the freest resolve-guided

childhood experience in both directions; would seem valuable *

The Assumed Affects of the Success Activity on Learning 

Harold Wo Bernard, author of Psychology of'Learning and Teaching 9 

defines learning as "a modification of behavior through activity and 

experience, which improves modes of adjustment to the environment»" (2 ) 

Bernard does say, however, that all modification of behavior does not 

result in learning; nor does modification always necessarily result 

in improvement , at least in terms of values *

Psychologists in the field of learning, view learning as includ

ing at least three variables, according to B* R* Bugelski and his book 

on The Psychology of Learning 0 (3) The first variable is the learning 

environment, which should be conducive to learning* The second is the 

teacher and her relationship with the learner, and the third variable 

is the material equipment designed to facilitate learning*

The learning psychologist sees the teacher as having two main 

functions: (1) to motiyate learning, and, (2) to reenforce it* It,
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was said that a third function might be presumed to operate between 

these two; that of arranging the necessary situation^ apparatus 3 

stimuli 3 or a provision of opportunity for responses that are to 

be learnedo

In examining these functions more closely, Bugelski pointed 

out that the obligation of the teacher in motivating learning was to 

create an appropriate level of anxiety or "curiosity" in the student 

to stimulate learning0 Bugelski carefully adds, "If the motivating 

function of teachers is to develop appropriate degrees of ’anxiety1, 

the reenforcement function is to allay that anxiety0n (3)

It was made clear fjhat as far as psychologists of learning are 

concerned, it is the obligation of the teacher to manipulate the 

factors of anxiety and reenforcement incsuch a fashion that positive 

results are obtained*

In relation to learning through anxiety and reenforcement, 

Bugelski speaks of teacher guidance and the avoidance of errors e He 

emphasizes the necessity for permitting the learner to make errors0 

Through errors the stimuli which lead to erroneous responses can be 

identified and differentiated* "Learning cannot occur by guidance 

alone* The subject must be allowed to make his own errors and eli-, 

minate these through some extinction process0" (3)

Bugelski does qualify this statement to say that guidance does 

help when given in small doses -and fairly early in the learning; not, 

however, on the first trial 0

How do the foregoing theories of learning relate to theaart 

success activity? First of all, learning, according to Bugelski, has
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to have the necessary element of anxiety to stimulate the learner.

In contrasts the success activity seeks to avoid all negative forms 

of emotional involvemento

Secondlys trial and error was included as an important part of 

learningo The success activity, however, eliminates trial and error 

in an effort to suppress failure, or any situation leading to failure* 

Guidance, in relation to learning, was discussed last* Bugel- 

ski claimed that too much guidance results in a lack of learning*

The success activity is centered around teacher guidance to insure 

success *

If the success activity is void of the important elements that, 

foster learning, it seems fair to assume that the art success activity 

is an inadequate learning situation in which very little learning takes 

place*

Learning to Deal with Failure

"Mental hygienists and educators consider it desirable for 
a child to attack a difficult problem with composure, to try 
out one possibility after another in an attempt to reach a sol
ution* He is not meeting a situation desirably if he retreats 
from the problem, rationalizes, or leans heavily on adults 
for assistance, if he attacks the problem&with such emotional 
accompaniments as crying, sulking, and tantrums*" (24)

Keister and Updegraff (24} devised tests to study children 1 s

reaction to failure, and also to train them to deal with failure* 5

First of all, three objectives were cited in devising the

tests: (1 ) possible accomplishment, where the child does not succeed

immediately; (2 ) provision of natural situations, so difficulties do

not become obviously imposed; and (3) the child seeing his own failure
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and himself as an instrumeht of his success or failureo The purpose 

of the tests was to differentiate between those subjects giving un

desirable or immature responses and those responding more desirably0 

' In these tests? a puzzle box was used* The box was shallow and 

if the pieces were arranged correctly 3 the lid would go down again 0 

This task was difficult for the fifteen minutes allowed*

The sampling used for this study was composed of eighty-two 

children enrolled in preschool laboratories of the Iowa Child Welfare 

Research Station* The thirty-eight boys 9 and forty-four girls ranged 

from three to six years of age* Their mean intelligence quotient was 

122.
The most frequent response of the group as a whole was "attempts 

to solve alone 1 1 3 although "interest11 ran a close second* Requests 

for either partial or complete help and rationalizations were more 

common than disgruntled emotional responses * Objective criteria 

were set up in terms of test behavior* Five kinds of behavior were 

noted: (1 ) giving up puzzle in less than two minutes, (2 ) requesting 

help during half the total time of the test, (3) destructive behavior, 

(4) making more than two rationalizations, and (5) exaggerated 

emotional responses* If the child's behavior fell into two or more of 

these classifications during the test, he was judged to have given an 

immature response* Out of the total group, fifteen fell into the 

immature group* /

In setting up the training program, twelve out of these fifteen 

children participated* The problem dealt with in the training period 

was to raise responses of the immature group hearer to the level of
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desirabilityo The basic philosophy was that children can learn to 

meet difficulties in a controlled manner and acceptable, if they 

know from experience what type of behavior is most likely to bring 

success or satisfaction*

In training, an attempt was made to teach the child to persist 

longer in the face of difficult tasks (not impossible ones), to teach 

him to depend less upon an adult for help, and to attack a problem 

and see it through with some composure 0

Keister and Updegraff chose the method of training to be.a 

series of problems growing progressively more difficult. The problem 

situations reflected the following criteria: tasks graded in dif

ficulty, letting the children experience success in earlier ones, and 

work up to the more difficult ones; the latter tasks are so difficult 

that the child does not succeed immediately, but is forced to continue 

to try if he is to attain success; and the child must be able to see 

his progress and previous success.

The training situation consisted of four picture-puzzle books, 

one being more difficult than the other. The experimenter read the 

story to the child. As she reached a part illustrated by one of the 

pictures, she stopped and let the child put the puzzle together before 

continuing the story. The time length was from eight to thirty-eight 

minutes, depending on the difficulty of the task and the child1s 

behavior. The length of the training period was for six weeks. It 

was noticed that tolerance of failure was improved.

Retests were then given with similar, but not identical puzzles 

of the first testing period. Again, note that these children were
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the ones who showed undesirable behavior0 The behavior of the children 

after the training was remarkably different from behavior prior to the 

trainingo Differences in the following three items were significant: 

attempts to solve problems unaided, improved interest, and decreased 

cryingo

After the training program, children tried longer, manifested 

more interest in solving problems themselves, and completely eliminated 

emotional behavior o It Was also called to the attention of teachers 

that the program of training was neither arduous nor time-consuming0 

Art, not being a puzzle, could not be dealt with in the same

manner as the above study 0 A  problem in art is more divergent by

nature, having manifold solutionse In addition, the criterion in this 

study is apparent, it would not be apparent in an art situation,. 

Generally speaking, the teacher can only Vrecognize" true success and 

failure in art through the individual child/s reaction to the goals 

he has set for himselfo V

A  program different in content, but similar in purpose could 

be applied in art o It would, however, involve helping the child to 

set realistic goals of achievement through teacher guidances.

Understanding Failure 

George Mouly in Psychology for Effective Teaching, (13) pro

jects the following ideas on failure0 Life cannot be a continuous

round of pleasure, success, reward, and praise* Unpleasant situations 

are unavoidable, and therefore, it would not be desirable for the child 

to be saved from all unpleasantness, even if this were possible* It 

is likely that the true satisfaction of success might not be appreciated



if one had never experienced failure0

The child should be helped to understand 9 first of all, that 

failure is an important and unavoidable part of learning 0 The manner 

in which the teacher accepts failure and deals with it in the class

room, has a great bearing upon how the students will react to it»

If failure is avoided or made to be taboo by the teacher, student 

reaction may be negative in this situation* However, if the teacher 

creates a learning situation out of failure, and helps the children 

to see that failure is acceptable in learning, they might accept it in 

this manner * It was mentioned previously, that children want to feel 

secure in their fellowmanTs judgment of themselves0 Their attitudes 

toward failure are laregly determined on how acceptable it is to 

others*

Accordingly, this writer thinks that educators should not go 

out of their way to provide failure situations for the child, but 

they should take full advantage of any inherent failure situation that 

comes along* The answer is not to escape failure by providing success 

but to educate through failure, which is a natural situation to man* 

f,The successful child is a secure child and a secure child will want 

to tackle things that are big enough that the occasional failure is 

bound to occur * ̂  (13) To learn to study the causes of failure and 

to accept emotionally the results of study is perhaps as valuable 

educatively as any of lifeT s experiences *

Keister and Updegraff say it is important for an individual to 

respond adequately in situations involving failure or great difficulty 

After his first attempt .meets failure, the„individualT s subsequent,



possibly characteristic reaction is related riot only to his emotional 

adjustment 5 but also to his ability to learn arid profit by experience0

( 2 4 ) . : ' ; .  ./' .

Learning Through Failure 

Henry Po Smith 3 in his book^■Psychology in Teaching, (15) 

discusses the trial and error method of learning 0 Smith explains that 

when a problem is blocked and:a child is frustrated in his attempts 

to reach a goal, he changes in that he is less comfortable and less 

relaxed than he was before the block arose* He .seeks a solution to 

overcome the block 0 If he tries one method and fails5 he must try 

another*. He must make intelligent use of his past experiences 0 He 

learns two ways from trial and error experiences: how to solve his 

present problem, and .a procedure for attacking future problems* This 

learning process involves a motive or drive, a goal, and a block to 

the attainment of the goal* All these three aspects of the learning 

process are essential. Smith concludes 0

The writer does not exclude the importance of other types of 

learning* Learning can be a challenge and most learning includes, at 

one time or another, failure for the child* It is therefore felt that 

the child needs to understand failure and learn how to use it to his 

advantage* In ignorning failure, or working around it, as in the case 

of the art success activity, we are preparing the child for a world 

that is unreal, and are not developing his wisdom for the many chal

lenges that lie ahead of him*

Another source is cited from the Postulate of Many-Sidedness, 

one of the eight postulates of teaching by Robert Uliche (17) The
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postulate contends that excessive leniency to changing whims of a young 

learner often leads to an exaggerated individualism in education and 

violates the important psychological and objective principles of educa

tion. The psychological,principle lies in the fact that everyone can 

find the limits of his growth only through constant trial and error 

in the face of a variety of challenging,tasks, "Modern teachers who 9 

in one-sided recognition of individual differences forget to exert 

intelligent pressure on the child to know himself by many-sided efforts 3 

fails to see the essence of good training", (17) according to Ulich*

With this lacking, the child, who grows into an adult have great

difficulty in accepting the necessity of perpetual effort and the risk 

of defeat unless he had learned to acquaint himself with fields of 

knowledge, which initially, he did not want to entere

Failure was not unknown to many of the most celebrated artists 

throughout historyo The struggle for accomplishment was a common 

occur&nce* In a letter written to his brother Theo, Vincent van Gogh 

says: .;

nIt remains a constant disappointment to me that my drawings 
are not yet what I want them to be 0 The difficulties are indeed 
numerous and great, and cannot be overcome immediately0 ,Making 
progress is like miner's work: it doesn't advance as quickly 
as one would like, and also as others expect; but faced with 
such a task, patience and faithfulness are essential» In fact,
I don't think much about the difficulties, because if one thought 
of them too much, one would get dazed or confusedo" (18)

Francis Jourdain, in a book written about the life of Cezanne,

speaks of the birth of each of his works as a difficult one* "The

completeness of his best pictures produces in them a wonderful serenity,

but which never entirely hides the anguish and difficulty experienced
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by this patient, stubborn worker in bringing them to a successful end."



CHAPTER M i l : THE VALIDITY OF SUCCESS ORIENTED ART ACTIVITIES

The Fallacy of the Art Success Activity 

The main fallacies of. art success activities in the mind of the 

writer appear to reside in three distinct areas: (1 ) determination of

success or failure9 - (2) the avoidance of failure, and (3) the intrinsic 

value of the success activity 0 Each of these fallacies will be dis

cussed in relation to facts and ideas presented in this paper 0

Should Success and Failure be Determined in Art?

Success or failure is determined by the culture or subcultures0 

In the United States, success is a status symbol; something to be highly 

soughto Failure is popularly avoidedo Almost everything in our cul

ture is judged by the value standards of success and failureo Art 

is included in this phenomenon 0 Art 3 not being a part of the cul^ 

tural foundation in our society, lacks, importance and understandingQ 

It has been called an ornament:of our society*

Individuals within a culture reflect value attitudes of 

their cultureo The teacher is one of many people teaching children 

their cultural values* If the teacher stresses success, then the 

child will seek successo ,The teacher who avoids failure will convey 

this avoidance to her students^ When a teacher misunderstands its

purposes, art can be turned into a rigid^ stereotyped process, com

pletely void of creativityo

One of the main objectives of art education is the development

30 ' \ '
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of the creative potential in children* Classroom environmental in

fluences can inhibit the development of creative traits* The teacher 

who judges child art by ”her standards” of success or failure, has 

little or no understanding of the process of creativity*

"The creative process is the process of change, of development 

of evolution in the organization of subjective life*" (4) Creativity 

is personal and highly.individual * How 3 then, is it to be judged by 

an adultfs standards as to its success or failure? Isn't creativity 

to be encouraged and not to be judged?

Should Failure Be Avoided?

Many, educators claim that children should be sheltered from as 

much failure as possible* Failure, these educators claim, causes 

emotional responses such as frustration or anxiety, which in turn, 

limits learning*

There are, however^ extremes of emotional responses: (1) mild, 

and (2) strong* Consistent failure can promote a strong emotional 

response, which should be avoided* The strong emotional response does 

interfere with learning* On the other hand, a mild emotional response 

is desirabid as a necessary stimulus to growth and a necessary element 

in learning*

Learning to tolerate and work with failure is necessary to the 

mental health of the child* Each child should become aware of his 

strengths and weaknesses* He must be able to face, realistically, 

disappointment and failure as well as success * He will definitely 

meet both of these situations throughout his lifetime*

If the art success activity contrives success and avoids all
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failure9 will the child have a realistic view of his capabilities?

The future will uncover this deception and provide an even greater 

sense of&ilure for the child*

Several previously mentioned studies indicated that children 

can be taught' to tolerate failure, and to sqe its favorable relation

ship to learningo This might be accomplished in art through teacher 

acceptance of failure and individual guidance in creating a learning 

situation out of failure* Recognizing this understanding of failure, 

a natural assumption would be that it is more beneficial to work with 

failure than to avoid it* "This assumption leaves the art success 

activity with no basis for existence*, :

What is Successful About the Art Success Activity?

One of education s objectives is to develop the full potential 

of each individual* In the specific area of art, this objective could 

be altered to read:- the development of the full creative potential of 

each individual* , .

The writer believes that the art success activity, however, does 

not fulfill this educational objective* The success activity inhibits 

creativity in an attempt to regulate a preconceived idea of success* 

Learning, through art, is at a minimum* The child is infre

quently able to portray his own thoughts or feelings in his work* He 

is usually not allowed to experiment, for experimentation brings with 

it the possibility of failure*

What will the child have gained from the art success experience? 

In summation, he will gain pseudo-success through the following: (1)

reliance on adult help, patterns, or other aids devised as a sub-
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stitute for creativity, - (2 ) stereotyped visual qualities of conveying 

his surroundings, and (3) undeveloped creative potential.

To the art educator, there can be nothing successful about the 

art "success" activity; it becomes "non-art”. The Only way in which 

it succeeds is in imparting the ideal of success on which our culture 

so willingly dwells.
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